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Detachable 50m Premium High Speed HDMI® cable with Ethernet | Active Optical Cable |AOC cable | Supports 4K@60Hz as specified in
HDMI 2.0 PDF
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Description

Detachable 50m Premium High Speed HDMI Cable with
Ethernet | Active Optical Cable |AOC cable Supports
4K@60Hz as specified in HDMI® 2.0
Our new HDMI® active Fiber Optic UHD Pluggable Cable is suited for critical and versatile installations. It supports a data rate of
up to 18Gbps. It is extremely lightweight, flexible and ultra-small (4.5mm). The standard HDMI A connector can be removed to
reveal a much smaller Micro HDMI D connector. This enables smooth pulling of the cable. & This HDMI Hybrid Cable provides
full HDMI signal integrity and is plug and play with no external power required. The source ends of the cable convert the
incoming electrical signal into optical and the display end converts it back.&

This cable is ideal for long-distance transmission in professional AV systems, indoor and outdoor digital signage and kiosks,
home theatre systems, surgical theatres, facility automation systems and whenever high-resolution video and audio are
required.&

The SOURCE end need to be connected to where the signal comes from (for example, a DVD, Blu-ray or game console box) and
the DISPLAY end needs to connect to the receiver (for example, a
projector or LCD display).

Features
Supports a wide range of resolutions up to 4K@60Hz as specified in HDMI 2.0 (colour space 4:4:4) 3D and Deep colour
Supports Multi-channel audio, Dolby True HD, DTS-HD Master Audio
EDID, CEC, HDCP 2.2 and HDR (High Dynamic Range)
Reduced EMI and RFI
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Has high pulling strength and compression load
Has Source / Display clearly printed on the connector for easy identification.
Support 18G super speed
Supports a Micro USB DC cable to optionally connect an external 5V power supply (if required, this is typically connected
on the display side).
Advance optical engine embedded
Small, light and flexible cable with plastic pulling covers to make the installation in tight places easier.

Warranty
1-year limited warranty.
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